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ABSTRACT

Due to the exponential growth of information on the internet, web search engines (WSEs) have become 
indispensable for effectively retrieving information. Web search engines store the users’ profiles to pro-
vide the most relevant results. However, the user profiles may contain sensitive information, including 
the user’s age, gender, health condition, personal interests, religious or political affiliation, and others. 
However, this raises serious concerns for the user’s privacy since a user’s identity may get exposed and 
misused by third parties. Researchers have proposed several techniques to address the issue of privacy 
infringement while using WSE, such as anonymizing networks, profile obfuscation, and private informa-
tion retrieval (PIR) protocols. In this chapter, the authors give a brief survey of the privacy attacks and 
evaluation models used to evaluate the performance of private web search techniques.
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INTRODUCTION

Online user privacy is a delicate issue and yet has been considered one of the significant and basic needs 
of the user by web service provider companies (Khan, 2020). Keeping records of users’ queries and other 
activities on the Web by the service providers is not considered a misdeed. Many web service provid-
ers use this information for financial gains, such as targeted advertisement, market research and others 
(Khan, Islam, Ullah, Aleem, & Iqbal, 2019; Kulizhskaya, 2017; Petit, 2017). These companies claim 
that they use user behaviour tracking to improve product quality. However, collecting users’ behavioural 
information and activity tracking without their knowledge is an indecent act and a direct violation of 
their fundamental rights (Raza, Han, & Hwang, 2020). Web Search Engine (WSE) is one of the preva-
lent web services used all over the globe. In the case of web search services, the issue of user privacy 
is more severe as it can unveil users’ personal information (Khan, Ullah, Khan, Uddin, & Al-Yahya, 
2021). Web search queries may contain users’ queries related to their health condition, financial status, 
political affiliation, gender orientation, and others. These queries may unveil hidden implicit informa-
tion about the users (Khan, 2020; Khan & Islam, 2017; Khan et al., 2019; Khan et al., 2021). In 2006, 
a privacy infringement case happened when America Online (AOL) (Adar, 2007; Barbaro, Zeller, & 
Hansell, 2006) published three months of queries from over 650K users, and New York Times managed 
to identify some of the users and their very personal information. Similarly, in the same year, Google 
was asked to submit the queries of their users to the United States Department of Justice (Khan, 2020). 
The Court of Justice of the European Union took this matter of user privacy seriously by introducing 
the “right to be forgotten” option and bound web service providers to its enforcement (Gibbs, 2016).

Due to the exponential growth in data and information on the internet, WSE has become essential 
for finding relevant information(Khan, 2020; Ullah, 2020; Ullah et al., 2022). WSE collects different 
information about the users and their profiles and uses these user profiles to retrieve the most relevant 
information according to the history and interests of the user (Stone, 2022a, 2022b). However, this user 
history and profile may contain explicit or implicit sensitive information about the user, which may lead 
to a privacy breach (Earp, Antón, Aiman-Smith, & Stufflebeam, 2005; Rostow, 2017). Furthermore, web 
service providers use this information for their other services (location, shopping, media, and others), 
due to which the target user receives recommendations from other services, which may lead to even 
more disastrous consequences (Citron & Solove, 2022).

Many new web search service providers took advantage of this situation and launched their WSE with 
privacy-preserving features. These web search service providers claim that they do not maintain users’ 
profiles or any other activity tracking. However, the terms and conditions of these web search service 
providers affirm that they collect user queries only for result ranking purposes (Khan, 2020), and yet it 
may breach users’ privacy, as happened in the case of AOL (Adar, 2007; Barbaro et al., 2006). Examples 
of these WSEs are Start-Page1, Qwant2, DuckDuckGo3 and others.

Instead of server-side privacy preservation solutions, the researchers have proposed a client-side 
privacy preservation mechanism. The client-side privacy preservation mechanism does not rely upon 
service providers’ privacy features; instead, they rely on their mechanism. These privacy preservation 
mechanisms can be classified into four major classes: Unlinkability solutions, Indistinguishability so-
lutions, Hybrid Solutions and Private Information Retrieval Protocols (Khan, 2020). The details and 
examples of solutions for each class are given in the next section.
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